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Step-by-Step REST Example for a Load Management Event
Retrieve unacknowledged Load Management Events
This request returns a list of unacknowledged Load Management Events. The list of returned Events will
include any Load Response Event not acknowledged within 62 minutes of the Event End Time.
In this the first example of the series we retrieve the load management event.
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/download/event/loadmanagement/acknowledgeable
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Acknowledge the Load Management Event
Acknowledgement requires one of two approaches. CSPs may use the complete response from the
unacknowledged response or a modified version of the complete response that includes just the Load
Management ids.
Shown below is an example of each approach.
The file uploaded must be included in the request path.
See the PJMCLI documentation for additional detail on uploading attachments.
Below is an example of the acknowledgement to the event Start Time.
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/upload/event/loadmanagement/acknowledge/your_fil
ename.xml
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The below example represents the minimum set of elements and information required to acknowledge
events. This structure applies to all event types and thus be used interchangeably.

Acknowledging multiple Events in the same upload follows the structure above appending the individual
event ids.
Note: The ids to be included for acknowledgement are those within the eventDetail tag for each event.
Acknowledge Multiple Events Example

Note: The Acknowledgement of Events follows the same pattern for all event types. For brevity, this
example applies to each step.
There are four acknowledgable Event Types and four acknowledgeable URLs to acknowledge these
event Types
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Event Types
1.
2.
3.
4.

Load Management Event
Real Time Dispatch Event
Synchronized Reserved Event
Zonal Emergency Energy Event

Acknowledgement URLs
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/upload/event/loadmanagement/acknowledge/your_fil
ename.xml
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/upload/event/realtimedispatch/acknowledge/your_file
name.xml
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/upload/event/synchronizedreserve/acknowledge/your
filename.xml
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/upload/event/zonalemergencyenergy/acknowledge/yo
urfilename.xml

Retrieve new unacknowledged Load Management Events
This request returns a list of unacknowledged Load Management Events. The list of returned Events will
include any Load Response Event not acknowledged within 60 minutes of the Event End Time.
In this example, we retrieve the load management event, which includes a Start Time change. We must
acknowledge the new start time of the event.
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/download/event/loadmanagement/acknowledgeable
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Acknowledge the Load Management Event as Described Above
Retrieve new unacknowledged Load Management Events
This request returns a list of unacknowledged Load Management Events. The list of returned Events will
include any Load Response Event not acknowledged within 62 minutes of the Event End Time.
In this example, we retrieve the load management event, which includes an End Time. We must
acknowledge the end time of the event.
https://servername.pjm.com/drhub/rest/secure/download/event/loadmanagement/acknowledgeable
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Acknowledge the Load Management Event as Described Above

